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Quadruple aimQuadruple aim

Improved 
health and 
wellbeing

Transformed 
quality of 

care delivery

Sustainable 
finances Improving the 

experience of 
providing 

care
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Data Explosion

Medical data expected to
double every 73 
days by 2020

How much health related data each 
person will generate in a lifetime:

300M Books

Disruptive forces
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Rising demands from 
empowered citizens to 
improve safety 

1 in 300

Chance of a patient being 
harmed during health care.!

1-NIH, 2, 3-WHO, 4-IBM, 5, 6-BusInsider

Market forces are escalating the cost, quality, and experience crisis 
across health systems everywhere

12.9M
Expected global shortage of 
health-care workers by 2035

2 Billion 
The number of people over the 
age of 60 by 2050!

>3x
Growth of global ”oldest old” 
population"

Caring for the aging and 
vulnerable, a
demographic tsunami

Physician Shortage and 
Burnout Rising 



Industry 
challenges
Digitization is 
transforming the 
entire sector and 
driving the research 
agenda.

HEALTHCARE & LI FE SCI ENCES
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Humans + AI=“Augmented Intelligence”
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Generating insights from information

19

3B+ 
reference 
points

4M+
drug patents

40M+
research 
documents

1.2M
medical 
abstracts

30B+
images 
managed

100M+
patient 
records

200M+
lives
lives



Using AI for Diabetes
Gucolytics with Roche



Prevalence worldwide



Prevalence worldwide

1 11

has diabetes
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Living with diabetes



Living with diabetes

24
hours
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Living with diabetes

365
days
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Prevalence worldwide

For the rest of your life.
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The biggest challenge

Job to be done: Keep glucose level in range
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Components

Blood Glucose Algorithm

Insulin

Pulse Activity Sleep Medication Situation Meals
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Smartlife

Understand

Detect patterns

Draw conclusions

Find options

Take action



Understanding the past | Pattern Detection to learn more about the
individual therapy, change behavior accordingly and track progress
Patterns will help PwDs to enhance their therapy by stressing the ar
of improvement and motivate them to change their routines by
showing the areas of success.
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Looking even further | Prediction of nocturnal hypoglycaemia –
Sleepgenius for the entire night
The goal is to provide PwDs the peace of mind for good nights sleep:
During an eight hour window (night) the model shows the chance of
nocturnal hypoglycemias.
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Tackling Counterfreit Drugs
Trace and Track using Blockchain technology









Future …
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Let’s Partner to INVENT the Future …

" I am interested in the future 
because it is where I’m going 
to spend the rest of my life"

Woody Allen
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Thank You!


